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ADDENDUM NUMBER 2 

 

 
 
  
 
 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS HEREBY INCORPORATED INTO,  
AND MADE AN OFFICIAL PART OF THE ABOVE REFERENCED BID. 

 
The following answers to written submitted questions: 
 

1. Page C101 of the prints states that the IPE decking is 2 x 6. Can 5/4 x 6 be used to replace the 
2 x 6? 

 
RESPONSE: Contractor may provide a deduct for 5/4 IPE in contractor’s notes but base bid 
should include the cost of the 2x6 IPE.  
 
2. The railing is going to be IPE. Does this mean that the 5/4, 2 x 4 and 4 x 4 will all be IPE 

Please clarify? 
 

RESPONSE: Yes, all items in the railing are to be IPE. 
 

3. Page C102 of the plans show a detail for “Pile Cap and Optional Stripping Detail”.  I could not 
find any details in the Technical Specifications or a line item on the bid sheet concerning the 
pile strips.  Should there be a separate bid line item for pile strips?  If so, could you provide 
more technical details on the strips and securing the strips? 

 
RESPONSE:  No, the pile stripping was included from a standard detail.  There is to be no 
pile stripping for this project. 

 
4. For the railing, including the optional railing, are all of the wood components to be Ipe lumber, 

including the 4” x 4”? 
 
RESPONSE: Yes, all components are to be IPE including the 4”x4” posts. 

 
5. Is the contractor required to pull the City of Naples building permit and pay the permit fees? 

 
RESPONSE: Yes, Contractor will be responsible for pulling the permit from the City of 
Naples and the fees will be reimbursed at the completion of the project.   
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6. Can the contractor use the Commercial Loading Area be used for loading materials, unloading 

debris, etc.?  If so, will the Commercial Loading Area fees be waived for this project? 
 

RESPONSE: Access to this area (Naples Landing) must be coordinated in advance with the 
Harbor Master.  Yes, fees will be waived for this project. 
 
7. Is there an engineer’s estimate or budget for this project? 

 
RESPONSE: The information you requested can be found on the City website at 
https://www.naplesgov.com/purchasing/page/19-049-naples-landing-dock-renovation-itb 

 
8. Are the 2’’x4’’ and 5/4’’x6’’ boards in the handrail to be IPE. 

 
RESPONSE: Yes. 
 
9. For the optional dock rail, do you want the piles to be in base bid or optional bid. 

 
RESPONSE: The number of piles is the same either way, but Contractor should account for 
the shorter piles in their railing price so if the base bid is chosen without Option A they 
have the budget to purchase and install the up piles. 

 
10.  Is the pile stripping all above the deck piles? 

 
RESPONSE:  No, the pile stripping was included from a standard detail.  There is to be no 
pile stripping for this project. 

 
11.  What is the deck elevation/water depth? It is not indicated in the plans. 

 
RESPONSE: The deck elevation shall be 30” above MHWL therefore 2.94ft NAVD and 
contractor shall assume a water depth of -5ft MLW therefore -6.54ft NAVD. 

 
12. When is the expected start date for this project?  I understand we have 90 calendar days once 

onsite.  However approximately how much time between bid due date, intent to award, 
executed contract, and the NTP.  Is there any flexibility in the start date? 

 
RESPONSE: NTP for this project is expected to be issued the week of 9/9/2019. 
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